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FITNESS FOR OFFICE – failing to observe proper boundaries – conduct 
unbecoming or in appropriate to a priest in charge –  agreed statement of facts 
and recommendations – reprimand, counselling and supervision – Professional 
Standards Uniform Act 2016, ss 35, 76 and 78. 

Between March 2015 and March 2017, the respondent, a priest in charge of a parish: 

(a) from time to time disclosed inappropriate matters to a parishioner, including personal 
information relating to the respondent, their family and other parishioners, in 
circumstances where they ought to have realised but did not realise that the parishioner 
did not wish to receive those disclosures (allegation 1(e)); and 

(b) told the spouse of the parishioner that the parishioner had “a reputation” and was known 
as a “predator” (allegation 1(g)(v)).   [18] 

Between March 2015 and March 2017, the respondent: 

(a) told the parishioner during a meeting that their heart had been broken and that “only [the 
parishioner] could heal it as [the parishioner] was the one holding the broken pieces” 
(allegation 2(g)); 

(b) on or around 2 March 2017 approached the parishioner and: 

(i) told them the respondent had a high regard and strong feelings for the 
parishioner, in circumstances where the parishioner could reasonably have 
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understood the respondent to be referring to feelings of a romantic nature 
(allegation 2(h)); 

(ii) said words to the effect that “if circumstances change [that is, if they did not 
have partners], look out, I’ll be chasing you” (allegation 2(i)); 

(c) on or around 5 March 2017, said to the parishioner, “Sweet not-sixteen and never been 
kissed by me…yet”, to which the parishioner replied, “Never going to happen either” 
(allegation 2(k)); 

(d) on or around 20 March 2017, told the parishioner that the parishioner’s response, “Never 
going to happen either” was like a challenge to the respondent – saying that they 
wouldn’t kiss the parishioner but could always blow a kiss their way (allegation 2(l)). 
[19] 

The respondent admitted the above facts.  

Held: 

The Board accepted that in the circumstances it was appropriate to proceed on the basis of the 
agreed statement of facts and recommendations.    

Commonwealth v Director, Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate [2015] HCA 46; 
258 CLR 482 
Medical Board of Australia v Fox [2016] VCAT 408. 

The Professional Standards Board found, as admitted by him, that the respondent 

(a) by engaging in the admitted conduct alleged in allegation 1, failed to preserve the proper 
boundaries that should have existed between the respondent and the parishioner, which 
amounted to inappropriate or unbecoming conduct; and 

(b) by engaging in the admitted conduct alleged in allegation 2, and having allowed the 
proper boundaries between the respondent and the parishioner to become blurred, 
responded inappropriately and in an unbecoming manner to the increasing difficulties in 
that relationship.  [20] 

By speaking of the various matters referred to, the respondent entered into areas that simply 
should not be subjects of discussion between a priest and a parishioner.  Disclosing to the 
parishioner matters relating to the respondent’s personal life and the lives of other parishioners 
was not only entirely inappropriate and unbecoming insofar as those matters related to the 
respondent, it also most improperly breached the privacy of others, including members of their 
own family, who had made matters known to the respondent on the assumption that they would 
keep them entirely confidential. [22] 

The respondent’s misconduct was not such that they are unfit to remain in Holy Orders.  The 
course of conduct that was entirely verbal; there was nothing in the nature of an assault or indeed 
any physical contact.  It occurred during a period when the respondent was a very new priest and 
there was substantial evidence that the Parish was a “difficult” parish.  The respondent should be 
reprimanded and receive counselling and supervision. Recommendations accordingly. 
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REASONS FOR DETERMINATION 

Mr Robin Brett QC (Deputy President) 
Rev Chris Appleby 
Mr Malcolm Tadgell 

Background 

1. On 27 March 2019 the Professional Standards Committee referred two 
complaints about the Reverend VW (the respondent) to the Professional 
Standards Board pursuant to s 69 of the Professional Standards Uniform Act 2016 
(the Act).  The Committee had formed the view that the conduct of the 
respondent had called into question whether – 

a. the respondent was fit to hold any licence or position of responsibility 
within the Diocese or to be or remain in Holy Orders or in the employment 
of a Church body; or 

b. in the exercise of the respondent’s role, office or position or in their 
performance of any function, the respondent should be subject to any 
condition or restriction. 

2. On 12 June 2019, the PSC provided to the Board and to the respondent full sets 
of the documents on which it intended to rely at the hearing of the matter.    

Reference to the Professional Standards Board   

3. The reference to the Board by the PSC contained, as required by s 71 of the Act, 
a written report setting out a statement of the allegations of misconduct make 
against the respondent, and also the PSC’s investigation and opinion, signed by 
Daryl Williams QC, the Chair of the PSC.  The report set out background to the 
referral, of which the following is a summary. 

4. Editors note:  The respondent was in recent years ordained a priest and made 
priest in charge of a parish.   The parishioners of the Parish included a husband 
and wife, who had been parishioners for some years and were active in parish 
work.  These reasons are edited to avoid identifying the parties.  The reasons 
continue… 

5. E [the parishioner] became a volunteer … after the respondent’s appointment 
as [priest in charge].  On 23 August 2017 both the parishioner and their spouse 
made complaints about the respondent’s behaviour.  The parishioner’s complaint 
referred to a number of alleged incidents occurring between the time she began 
to volunteer in March 2015 and 20 March 2017.  On that date, after a meeting 
between the parishioner and the respondent where things were said which formed 
part of the complaint, the parishioner returned home and informed their spouse 
about what had occurred.  The parishioner’s spouse then drove to the Church and 
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spoke to the respondent …;  the spouse’s complaint concerned what happened on 
that occasion. 

6. The reference included a statement of allegations divided into two sections.  The 
first alleged a course of conduct constituting misconduct within the meaning of s 
5 of the Act which constituted bullying and/or emotional abuse and/or spiritual 
abuse and/or conduct unbecoming someone in the respondent’s position.  It set 
out 8 separate instances of such alleged conduct, 2 of which contained a number 
of sub-instances.  The second section alleged misconduct within the meaning of 
s 5 consisting of a course of conduct towards the parishioner that constituted 
sexual abuse (specifically sexual harassment) and/or other conduct unbecoming 
or inappropriate for someone in the respondent’s position.  This section set out 
12 separate instances of such alleged conduct.  It is not necessary to refer to the 
allegations in more detail at this point for reasons that are explained below. 

Constitution of Board and procedural steps  

7. The Board to determine the reference was constituted on 18 June 2019 by Mr 
Stephen Wilmoth, the President of the Board.  Mr Robin Brett QC, Deputy 
President, was appointed as presiding member; the other members appointed 
were Rev Chris Appleby and Mr Malcolm Tadgell.   A preliminary conference 
was held under s 101 of the Act before Mr Brett and attended by the respondent, 
who was then not legally represented, and the PSC, represented by Mr James 
Stoller of counsel, instructed by Alexis Bebbington of Bebbington Lawyers. Mr 
Brett gave directions for certain procedural steps to be taken, and also strongly 
urged the respondent to consider legal representation.   

8. On 31 July 2019, Ms Rachel Ellyard of counsel informed the Board that she 
would thenceforward be representing the respondent. 

9. It is not necessary to set out in detail the procedural steps that followed.  It is 
sufficient to say that on 8 October 2019 the Board was informed that the parties 
had resolved their differences in principle with the respondent agreeing, on a 
more limited factual basis than what was outlined in the allegations, that the 
respondent’s conduct could be characterised as misconduct on the basis that it 
was unbecoming or inappropriate.   

10. The Board then fixed Thursday 5 December 2019 as the date for final hearing 
and determination of the complaint.  On 3 December 2019, Ms Ellyard, on behalf 
of the respondent, provided the Board with a copy of a detailed response by the 
respondent to the allegations in the complaint, which she said had formed the 
basis of the agreement that the parties had reached as advised on 8 October.  The 
response was dated 9 September 2019.  It dealt with each of the allegations in the 
complaint.  Some facts were admitted and some denied; it was contended that 
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some of the alleged facts (including some of those that were admitted) did not 
constitute misconduct; and there were certain admissions of misconduct.   

11. On 4 December 2019, the Board was provided by Ms Bebbington on behalf of 
the PSC with a document entitled Statement of Agreed Facts, Proposed 
Determinations and Proposed Recommendations which had been agreed to by 
both parties.  For convenience, we shall refer to this as the “Agreed Statement”.  
The Agreed Statement reflected the admissions that had been made by the 
respondent in the Response referred to in the preceding paragraph; i.e., the PSC 
accepted the respondent’s admissions and did not press any further allegations. 
On that basis the parties then jointly proposed certain determinations for the 
Board to make, and certain recommendations.   

12. The hearing duly commenced at 5.00 pm on 5 December 2019.  Mr James Stoller 
of counsel appeared on behalf of the PSC, instructed by Ms Bebbington; Ms 
Ellyard of counsel appeared for the respondent, who was present and supported 
by Rev […].  We are indebted to the legal representatives of the parties for the 
extremely helpful manner in which they prepared the matter for the final hearing, 
and then for their assistance and guidance on a number of matters that were raised 
during the hearing itself.  

The hearing 

13. Under ss 76(1) and 77 of the Act, the Board is required to enquire into and 
determine whether the respondent did commit any alleged misconduct; and, if the 
respondent did commit misconduct, the Board must determine whether that 
person is unfit, for a specified limited period or permanently, to hold a role, office 
or position within the Church or to be or remain in Holy Orders, or whether in 
the exercise of any such role, office or position or in the performance of any 
function the person should be subject to any condition or restriction.  

14. As the parties were asking the Board to proceed on the basis of the Agreed 
Statement, the Board first raised with the parties the questions whether the 
complainants … were aware of the limited nature of the agreement that had been 
reached between the PSC and the respondent, and whether the complainants 
might be dissatisfied that many of the allegations were not being pursued.  The 
Board was informed that the complainants were not aware of the agreements that 
had been reached, and submissions were made by the parties as to why it was 
nevertheless appropriate for the Board to deal with the complaint on the agreed 
basis.   

15. First, the parties relied on the High Court case of Commonwealth v Director, Fair 
Work Building Industry Inspectorate [2015] HCA 46; 258 CLR 482 in relation 
to the appropriateness of a tribunal accepting an agreement between opposing 
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parties as to findings of fact and the consequences that should follow.  At para 
[57] five justices said in a joint judgment: 

In civil proceedings there is generally very considerable scope for the 
parties to agree on the facts and upon consequences.  There is also 
very considerable scope for them to agree upon the appropriate 
remedy and for the court to be persuaded that it is an [emphasis in 
original] appropriate remedy. …  More generally, it is entirely 
consistent with the nature of civil proceedings for a court to make 
orders by consent and to approve a compromise of proceedings on 
terms proposed by the parties, provided the court is persuaded that 
what is proposed is appropriate [emphasis added by Board].   

 And at para [58]: 

Subject to the court being sufficiently persuaded of the accuracy of 
the parties’ agreement as to facts and consequences [emphasis added 
by Board], and that the penalty which the parties propose is an 
[emphasis in original] appropriate remedy in the circumstances thus 
revealed, it is consistent with principle and … highly desirable in 
practice for the court to accept the parties’ proposal and therefore 
impose the proposed penalty. 

Reference was also made to Medical Board of Australia v Fox [2016] VCAT 
408. 

16. The Board then questioned counsel for both parties as to why the Board should 
be satisfied that what was proposed was appropriate and why the Board should 
be persuaded of the accuracy of the parties’ agreement as to facts and 
consequences.  In response, Mr Stoller pointed out that the great majority of the 
allegations were based on the complaint that the parishioner had made and that 
the parishioner was the only direct witness of the relevant events apart from the 
respondent.  Only one of the allegations in the complaint was based on the 
complaint by the parishioner’s spouse, and that allegation was admitted by the 
respondent.  Mr Stoller informed the Board that the parishioner had initially 
refused to attend the hearing of the Board and give evidence, and that while the 
parishioner had, more recently, indicated that they might be prepared to do so, 
the PSC had determined not to call them.  That being the case, the only person 
able to give oral evidence to the Board as to the relevant facts was the respondent, 
and it was in those circumstances that the PSC had agreed to a statement of facts 
that reflected the facts as admitted by the respondent.   

17. The Board accepted that in those circumstances it was appropriate to proceed on 
the basis of the Agreed Statement and proceeded to deal with the complaint on 
the basis of the facts set out in the Agreed Statement.   It is therefore relevant to 
set out those facts. 
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18. In respect of the conduct alleged in allegation 1 in the statement of allegations, 
the respondent admits that, between March 2015 and March 2017, the 
respondent: 
(a) from time to time disclosed inappropriate matters to the parishioner, 

including personal information relating to the respondent, their family and 
other parishioners, in circumstances where they ought to have but did not 
realise that the parishioner did not wish to receive those disclosures 
(allegation 1(e)); and 

(b) told the parishioner’s spouse that the parishioner had “a reputation” and 
was known as a “predator” (allegation 1(g)(v)).   

19. In respect of the conduct alleged in allegation 2 of the statement of allegations, 
the respondent admits that, between March 2015 and March 2017, the 
respondent: 
(a) told the parishioner during a meeting that the respondent’s heart had been 

broken and that “only [the parishioner] could heal it as [the parishioner] 
was the one holding the broken pieces” (allegation 2(g)); 

(b) on or around 2 March 2017 approached the parishioner and: 
• told them the respondent had a high regard and strong feelings for 

the parishioner, in circumstances where the parishioner could 
reasonably have understood the respondent to be referring to 
feelings of a romantic nature (allegation 2(h)); 

• said words to the effect that “if circumstances change [that is, if 
the respondent and the parishioner did not have partners], look 
out, I’ll be chasing you” (allegation 2(i)); 

(c) on or around 5 March 2017, said to the parishioner, “Sweet not-sixteen 
and never been kissed by me…yet”, to which the parishioner replied, 
“Never going to happen either” (allegation 2(k)); 

(d) on or around 20 March 2017, told the parishioner that their response, 
“Never going to happen either” was like a challenge to the respondent – 
saying that they wouldn’t kiss the parishioner but could always blow a 
kiss their way (allegation 2(l)). 

20. The parties also agreed that on the basis of the facts that the respondent had 
admitted (i.e., those set out above) the respondent had committed misconduct on 
the basis that the respondent had – 
(a) by engaging in the admitted conduct alleged in allegation 1, failed to 

preserve the proper boundaries that should have existed between the 
respondent and the parishioner, which amounted to inappropriate or 
unbecoming conduct; and 

(b) by engaging the admitted conduct alleged in allegation 2, and having 
allowed the proper boundaries between the respondent and the parishioner 
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to become blurred, responded inappropriately and in an unbecoming 
manner to the increasing difficulties in that relationship.   

21. The parties further jointly submitted that the misconduct set out above fell within 
section 5(p) of the Act.  This includes within the definition of misconduct – 

“any other conduct … that is unbecoming or inappropriate to the role, 
office or position of the Church worker or their duties or functions.”   

22. The Board accepts that submission.  In our opinion by speaking of the various 
matters referred to, the respondent entered into areas that simply should not be 
subjects of discussion between a priest and a parishioner.  Disclosing to the 
parishioner matters relating to their personal life and the lives of other 
parishioners was not only entirely inappropriate and unbecoming insofar as those 
matters related to the respondent; it also most improperly breached the privacy of 
others, including members of the respondent’s own family, who had made 
matters known to them on the assumption that the respondent would keep them 
entirely confidential.  By making to the parishioner the admitted remarks about 
the respondent’s broken heart, their feelings for the parishioner, chasing them, 
kissing them or blowing kisses to them the parishioner could be seen as 
attempting to flirt with the parishioner; this of course was likewise entirely 
inappropriate and unbecoming.  A priest is required to set an example of upright 
and proper behaviour; but a priest who discloses private details of his or her own 
life and the lives of others to another member of the congregation, and flirts with 
that member of the congregation although he or she is married to another and the 
other person is married to another, sets an entirely different, and highly improper, 
example.   

23. For those reasons the Board determines that the respondent has committed 
misconduct, being conduct that is unbecoming or inappropriate to the role, office 
or position of a priest and the duties and functions of a priest.   

24. Having made that determination the Board must consider two further matters, 
which are closely related.  The first is – 
(a) whether the respondent is fit to hold any licence or position of 

responsibility within the Diocese or to be or remain in Holy Orders or in 
the employment of a Church body; or 

(b) whether, in the exercise of their role, office or position or in their 
performance of any function, the respondent should be subject to any 
condition or restriction. 

The second is whether any, and if so what, further recommendations should be 
made. The two matters are related because obviously the sort of 
recommendations that would be consequent upon a determination that the 
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respondent is unfit to remain in Holy Orders are very different from 
recommendations that might follow a determination that the exercise of their role 
as a priest they should be subject to a condition or restriction.   

25. The parties submitted that the Board should determine, in addition to determining 
that the respondent had committed misconduct, that their exercise of their role, 
office or position should be subject to a condition.  They further submitted that 
the Board should recommend to the Church Authority that the respondent should 
be reprimanded, and that the respondent should undertake 6 hours of counselling 
over a 6-12 week period with a person approved by the Church Authority or 
Office of Professional Standards regarding developing insight into behaviours, 
boundaries and appropriate conduct.  Section 78(1)(l) authorises the Board to 
recommend a reprimand; s 78(1)(i) authorises it to recommend counselling.   

26. The Board does not consider that the respondent’s misconduct was such that they 
are unfit to remain in Holy Orders.  This was a course of conduct that was entirely 
verbal; there was nothing in the nature of an assault or indeed any physical 
contact; it was restricted almost entirely to a single person, and on one occasion 
to that person’s spouse; and it occurred during a period when the respondent was 
a very new priest, the respondent having taken Holy Orders only [in recent years].  
Furthermore there was substantial evidence that [the named parish] was a 
“difficult” parish, and that the respondent had received far less supervision in this 
early part of their priesthood than would normally have been the case.  For those 
reasons we consider that the respondent’s misconduct may be seen as a series of 
mistakes and misjudgements by an inexperienced priest, rather than as evidence 
of a moral failing that renders them unsuitable to hold Holy Orders. 

27. We accept the submission of both parties that the respondent should be 
reprimanded.  Their misconduct was serious and it occurred over a period of 
approximately two years.  There were repeated incidences of improper and 
inappropriate behaviour during that period.  The course of conduct warrants a 
formal reprimand.  A reprimand is a serious matter.  It will be part of the 
respondent’s record, and it will follow them through their life as a priest and serve 
as a reminder of the importance of ensuring that while ministering to their 
congregation they preserve proper boundaries.   

28. We also accept the submission that that the respondent’s exercise of their role, 
office or position should be subject to a condition that the respondent should 
undertake 6 hours of counselling over a 6-12 week period with a person approved 
by the Church Authority or Office of Professional Standards regarding 
developing insight into behaviours, boundaries and appropriate conduct.  The 
respondent’s misconduct displayed a sad lack of knowledge and understanding 
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about those matters, and we think it is entirely appropriate for the respondent to 
be required to undertake formal counselling about them.   

29. It was implicit in the submissions of the parties that the Board’s recommendations 
should be limited to those that we have described above.  However the Board 
considers that an additional recommendation should be made, which is that the 
respondent should be required to undergo a period of supervision in the conduct 
of their ministry by a more senior priest.  The functions of that more senior priest 
would be to observe the respondent in the conduct of their ministry in order to 
see that they are acting appropriately and in particular observing appropriate 
boundaries in their interactions with members of the congregation and others, and 
also advising and guiding the respondent where appropriate regarding such 
matters. 

30. We think such a recommendation is necessary because of what was said by a 
number of more senior priests who were interviewed in relation to these 
complaints.  A common theme in what they said was the fact that the respondent 
had not received the guidance and supervision that is normally given to a newly-
ordained priest.  We are conscious that this recommendation, if implemented, will 
require a senior priest to give his or her time in conducting the supervision, but 
we hope, and are reasonably confident, that an appropriate person will be found 
who is willing to undertake this task.  We think that the appropriate period of 
supervision is one year, and that the supervisor should meet with the respondent 
at least once each month during that time.   

31. The formal acts of the Board are therefore as follows. 

The Board determines that the respondent has committed misconduct, 
being conduct that is unbecoming or inappropriate to the role, office or 
position of a priest and the duties and functions of a priest. 
The Board further determines that the respondent’s exercise of their role, 
office or position should be subject to condition as set out in the following 
recommendations.   

The Board recommends to the Church Authority – 

(a) that the Church Authority reprimand the respondent for such 
misconduct; 

(b) that the respondent should undertake 6 hours of counselling over 
a 6-12 week period with a person approved by the Church 
Authority or Office of Professional Standards regarding 
developing insight into behaviours, boundaries and appropriate 
conduct; and 

(c) that the respondent should be required to undergo a period of 12 
months’ supervision in the conduct of their ministry by a more 
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senior priest approved by the Church Authority or Office of 
Professional Standards who will monitor the respondent in the 
conduct of their ministry in order to see that they are acting 
appropriately and in particular observing appropriate boundaries 
in their interactions with members of the congregation and others, 
and also advise and guide the respondent where appropriate 
regarding such matters; and that the respondent and the appointed 
supervisor should meet monthly during that period. 

 

***** 


